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Topological orders are exotic phases of matter existing in strongly correlated quantum systems, which
are beyond the usual symmetry description and cannot be distinguished by local order parameters. Here we
report an experimental quantum simulation of the Wen-plaquette spin model with different topological
orders in a nuclear magnetic resonance system, and observe the adiabatic transition between two Z2

topological orders through a spin-polarized phase by measuring the nonlocal closed-string (Wilson loop)
operator. Moreover, we also measure the entanglement properties of the topological orders. This work
confirms the adiabatic method for preparing topologically ordered states and provides an experimental tool
for further studies of complex quantum systems.
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Over the past thirty years, it has become increasingly
clear that the Landau symmetry-breaking theory cannot
describe all phases of matter and their quantum phase
transitions (QPTs) [1–3]. The discovery of the fractional
quantum Hall (FQH) effect [4] indicates the existence of an
exotic state of matter termed topological orders [5], which
are beyond the usual symmetry description. This type of
order has some interesting properties, such as robust
ground state degeneracy that depends on the surface
topology [6], quasiparticle fractional statistics [7], pro-
tected edge states [8], topological entanglement entropy
[9], and so on. Besides the importance in condensed matter
physics, topological orders have also been found to have
potential applications in fault-tolerant topological quantum
computation [10–12]. Instead of naturally occurring physi-
cal systems (e.g., FQH), two-dimensional spin-lattice
models, including the toric-code model [10], the Wen-
plaquette model [13], and the Kitaev model on a hexagonal
lattice [14], were found to exhibit Z2 topological orders.
The study of such systems, therefore, provides an oppor-
tunity to understand more features of topological orders and
the associated topological QPTs [15–17]. A large body of
theoretical work exists on these systems, including several
proposals for their physical implementation in cold atoms
[18], polar molecules [19], or arrays of Josephson junctions
[20]. However, only a very small number of experimental
investigations have actually demonstrated such topological
properties (e.g., anyonic statistics and robustness) using
either photons [21] or nuclear spins [22]. However, in these
experiments, specific entangled states having topological
properties have been dynamically generated, instead of
direct Hamiltonian engineering and ground-state cooling,
which are extremely demanding experimentally.

Rather than the toric-code model, the first spin-lattice
model with topological orders, here we study an alternative
exactly solvable spin-lattice model—the Wen-plaquette
model [13]. Two different Z2 topological orders exist in
this system; their stability depends on the sign of the
coupling constants of the four-body interaction. Between
these two phases, a new kind of phase transition occurs
when the couplings vanish. So far, neither these topological
orders nor this topological QPT has been observed exper-
imentally. The two major challenges are (i) to engineer and
to experimentally control complex quantum systems with
four-body interactions and (ii) to detect efficiently the
resulting topologically ordered phases. Along the lines
suggested by Feynman [23], complex quantum systems can
be efficiently simulated on quantum simulators, i.e., pro-
grammable quantum systems whose dynamics can be
efficiently controlled. Some earlier experiments have been
studied, e.g., in condensed-matter physics [21,22,24] and
quantum chemistry [25] (see the review on quantum
simulation [26] and references therein). Quantum simu-
lations thus offer the possibility to investigate strongly
correlated systems exhibiting topological orders and other
complex quantum systems that are challenging for simu-
lations on classical computers.
In this Letter, we demonstrate an experimental quantum

simulation of the Wen-plaquette model in a nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) system and observe an adia-
batic transition between two different topological orders
that are separated by a spin-polarized state. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first experimental observation of
such a system based on using the Wilson loop operator,
which corresponds to a nonlocal order parameter of a
topological QPT [16,17]. Both topological orders are
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further confirmed to be highly entangled by quantum state
tomography. The experimental adiabatic method paves the
way towards constructing and initializing a topological
quantum memory [27,28].
We focus on the Wen-plaquette model [13] shown in

Fig. 1(a), an exactly solvable quantum spin model with Z2

topological orders. It is described by the Hamiltonian

ĤWen ¼ −J
X
i

F̂i; ð1Þ

where F̂i ¼ σ̂xi σ̂
y
iþêx

σ̂xiþêxþêy
σ̂yiþêy

is the plaquette operator

that acts on the four spins surrounding a plaquette. Since
F̂i

2 ¼ 1, the eigenvalues of F̂i are Fi ¼ �1. We see that
when J > 0 the ground state has all Fi ¼ 1 and when J < 0
the ground state has all Fi ¼ −1. According to the
classification of the projective symmetry group [13], they
correspond to two types of topological orders: Z2A and Z2B
order, respectively. It is obvious that both topological
orders have the same global symmetry as that belonging
to the Hamiltonian. So one cannot use the concept of
“spontaneous symmetry breaking” and the local order
parameters to distinguish them. In Z2A ðZ2BÞ order, a
“magnetic vortex” (or m particle) is defined as Fi ¼ −1
(Fi ¼ 1) at an even subplaquette and an “electric charge”
(or e particle) is defined as Fi ¼ −1 (Fi ¼ 1) at an odd
subplaquette [29]. Because of the mutual semion statistics
between e and m particles, their bound states obey
fermionic statistics [14,29]. Physically, in Z2B topological
order, a fermionic excitation (the bound state of e and m)
sees a π-flux tube around each plaquette and acquires an
Aharonov-Bohm phase eiπ when moving around a pla-
quette, while in Z2A topological order, the fermionic
excitation feels no additional phase when moving around
each plaquette. Thus the transition at J ¼ 0 represents a
new kind of phase transition that changes quantum orders
but not symmetry [13,29].
However, it is difficult to directly observe the transition

from Z2A to Z2B topological order in the experiment,
because the energies of all quantum states are zero at the

critical point. Instead, the Wen-plaquette model in a
transverse field

Ĥtol ¼ ĤWen − g
X
i

σ̂xi : ð2Þ

is often studied [15–17]. Without loss of generality, we
consider the case g > 0. Figure 2 shows its 2D phase
diagram, which contains three regions in which the ground
state is Z2B order when J ≪ −g, Z2A order when J ≫ g,
and a spin-polarized state without topological order when
jJj ≪ g, respectively. From Fig. 2, we can see that by
changing J, the ground state of the system is driven from
Z2A to Z2B topological order through the trivial spin-
polarized state. The spin-polarized region from one topo-
logical order to the other one depends on the size of the
transverse field strength g: the smaller g is, the narrower the
region of the spin-polarized state becomes. If g vanishes (or
J is large enough), a QPT occurs between the two types of
topological order [13]. The above results are valid only for
infinite systems. For finite systems, the situation is more
complicated. For example, the topological degeneracies of
the system depend on the type of the lattice (even-by-even,
even-by-odd, odd-by-odd lattices). However, the properties
of the topological orders persist in theWen-plaquette model
with finite-size lattices [13].
The simplest finite system that exhibits topological

orders consists of a 2 × 2 lattice with a periodic boundary
condition, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The Hamiltonian can be
described as

Ĥ4
Wen ¼ −2Jðσ̂x1σ̂y2σ̂x3σ̂y4 þ σ̂y1σ̂

x
2σ̂

y
3σ̂

x
4Þ: ð3Þ

The fourfold degeneracy of the ground states is a topo-
logical degeneracy and the two ground states for J < 0 and

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Wen-plaquette model. The red spheres
represent spin-1=2 particles. The plaquette operator is
F̂i ¼ σ̂xi σ̂

y
iþêx

σ̂xiþêxþêy
σ̂yiþêy

. The closed string (blue) represents

the Wilson loop in a 2 × 2 lattice. (b) A torus formed from a 2 × 2
lattice (labeled by 1, 2, 3, and 4) with a periodic boundary
condition.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Two-dimensional phase diagram of Wen-
plaquette model in a transverse field. The yellow, green, and pink
regions represent Z2B topological order, Z2A topological order,
and the spin-polarized state, respectively. The three dashed lines
correspond to the tested values of g ¼ 1; g ¼ 5, and g ¼ 20 in the
experiment.
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for J > 0 have different quantum orders [13]. Adding a
transverse field, we obtain the transverse Wen-plaquette
model Ĥtol in Eq. (2) for the finite system, where the
degeneracy is partly lifted [15]. For the case g > 0, the
nondegenerate ground state is

jψgi ≈
8<
:

jψZ2Bi ¼ jϕþi13jϕþi24; J ≪ −g < 0

jψSPi ¼ j þ þ þþi; J ¼ 0

jψZ2Ai ¼ jψþi13jψþi24; J ≫ g > 0.
ð4Þ

Here jϕþi ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p Þðj00i þ j11iÞ, jψþi ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi
2

p Þðj01iþ
j10iÞ, and jþi ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p Þðj0i þ j1iÞ. The energy-level

diagram and the ground state are given in the
Supplemental Material [30]. Equation (4) shows that both
topological orders are symmetric and possess bipartite
entanglement, while the spin-polarized (SP) state jψSPi
is a product state without entanglement.
The physical four-qubit system we used in the experi-

ments consists of the nuclear spins in iodotrifluroethylene
(C2F3I) molecules with one 13C and three 19F nuclei.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show its molecular structure and
relevant properties [30]. The natural Hamiltonian of this
system in the doubly rotating frame is

ĤNMR ¼
X4
i¼1

ωi

2
σ̂zi þ

X4
i<j;¼1

πJij
2

σ̂zi σ̂
z
j; ð5Þ

where ωi represents the chemical shift of spin i and Jij is
the coupling constant. The experiments were carried out on

a Bruker AV-400 spectrometer (9.4T) at room temperature
T ¼ 300 K. The temperature fluctuation was controlled to
< 0.1 K, which results in a frequency stability within 1 Hz.
Figure 3(c) shows the quantum circuit for the experiment,
which can be divided into three steps: (i) preparation of the
initial ground state of the Hamiltonian Ĥtol½Jð0Þ� for a given
transverse field g, (ii) adiabatic simulation of Ĥtol½JðtÞ� by
changing the control parameter J from Jð0Þ to JðTÞ, and
(iii) detection of the resulting state.
To prepare the system in the ground state, we used the

technique of pseudopure states (PPS): ρ̂ψ ¼ (ð1 − ϵÞ=
16)Iþ ϵjψihψ j, with I representing the 16 × 16 identity
operator and ϵ ≈ 10−5 the polarization. Starting from the
thermal state, we prepared the PPS ρ̂0000 by line-selective
pulses [35]. The experimental fidelity of ρ̂0000 defined by

jTrðρ̂thρ̂exptÞj=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Trðρ̂2thÞTrðρ̂2exptÞ

q
was around 97.7%. Then

we obtained the initial ground state ρ̂ψg
of Ĥtol½Jð0Þ� by a

unitary operator realized by the gradient ascent pulse
engineering (GRAPE) pulse [36] with a duration of 6 ms.
To observe the ground-state transition, we implemented

an adiabatic transfer from Ĥtol½Jð0Þ� to Ĥtol½JðTÞ� [37]. The
sweep control parameter JðtÞ was numerically optimized
and implemented as a discretized scan with M steps,

Ûad ¼
YM
m¼1

Ûm½Jm� ¼
YM
m¼1

e−iĤtol½Jm�τ; ð6Þ

where the duration of each step is τ ¼ T=M. The adiabatic
limit corresponds to T;M → ∞; τ → 0. UsingM ¼ 31, the
optimized sweep reaches a theoretical fidelity > 99.5% of
the final state with respect to the true ground state. For each
step of the adiabatic passage, we designed the NMR pulse
sequence to create an effective Hamiltonian, i.e., Ĥtol½Jm�
(see the Supplemental Material [30]).
In the experiment, we employed the Wilson loop

[16,17,38] to detect the transition between two different
topological orders. The effective theory of topological
orders is a Z2 gauge theory and the observables must be
gauge invariant quantities. The Wilson loop operator is
gauge invariant and can be a nonlocal order parameter. It is
defined as ŴðCÞ ¼ Q

Cσ̂
αi
i , where the product

Q
C is over

all sites on the closed string C, αi ¼ y if i is even, and
αi ¼ x if i is odd [29]. For the 2 × 2 lattice system, this
corresponds to ŴðCÞ ¼ σ̂x1σ̂

y
2σ̂

x
3σ̂

y
4. The experimental

results of hŴðCÞi can be obtained by recording the carbon
spectra after a readout pulse ½π=2Þ�F1

x ½π=2�F2
ȳ ½π=2�F3

x .
Figure 4(a) shows the resulting data for three sets of
experiments with g ¼ 1, g ¼ 5, g ¼ 20, and J varying
from −20 to 20. When jJ=gj ≫ 1, hŴðCÞi is close to �1,
corresponding to Z2A or Z2B topological order. The results
shown in Fig. 4(a) verify that the transition region becomes
narrower and sharper as g decreases. In the absence of the
transverse field, g → 0, the ground state makes a sudden
transition at J ¼ 0 from Z2B to Z2A topological order. This

(a) Iodotrifluoroethyene (b)

(c)

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Molecular structure of iodotriflur-
oehtylene. One 13C and three 19F nuclei are used as a four-qubit
quantum simulator. (b) Relevant parameters measured at
T ¼ 300 K. The diagonal and nondiagonal elements represent
the chemical shifts and the coupling constants in units of hertz,
respectively. The measured spin-lattice relaxation times T1 are
21 s for 13C and 12.5 s for 19F. (c) Quantum circuit for observing
the topological-order transition in the Wen-plaquette model. X
and Ȳ represent π=2 rotations of single qubits around the x and
−y axes, respectively.
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is a novel QPT between different topological orders [13].
These results also show that the Wilson loop is a useful
nonlocal order parameter that characterizes the different Z2

topological orders very well.
To demonstrate more clearly that this topological QPT

goes beyond the Landau symmetry-breaking theory and
cannot be described by local order parameters, we also
measured the single-particle operator of the 13C spin,

P ¼ jTr½ρ̂fðσ̂x1 − iσ̂y1Þ�j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Trðρ̂fσ̂x1Þ2 þ Trðρ̂fσ̂y1Þ2

q
:

This was performed by measuring the magnitude of the 13C
NMR signal while decoupling 19F. Here ρ̂f is the final state
at the end of the adiabatic scan. Because of the symmetry of
the Hamiltonian, the values of P are equal for all the four
spins. Figure 4(b) shows the experimental results. They are
symmetric with respect to J ¼ 0, which means that the
different Z2 topological orders cannot be distinguished by
the local order parameter.
By performing complete quantum state tomography

[39], we reconstructed the density matrices for Z2B order
(J ¼ −20), for the spin-polarized state (J ¼ 0), and for Z2A
order (J ¼ 20) for g ¼ 1. The real parts of these density
matrices are shown in Figs. 4(c)–4(e). The experimental

fidelities are 95.2%, 95.6%, and 95.7%, respectively. From
these reconstructed density matrices, we also calculated
the entanglement: for both topological orders, Cðρ̂expt13 Þ≈
Cðρ̂expt24 Þ ≈ 0.89, while the others were close to 0; for the
spin-polarized state, all Cðρ̂exptij Þ are almost zero. Here ρ̂exptij

is the reduced density matrix of two spins i; j obtained
by partially tracing out the other spins from the exper-
imentally reconstructed density matrix ρ̂expt and the con-
currence is defined as Cðρ̂exptij Þ ¼ maxfλ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4;
0g, where the λk’s (in decreasing order) are the square roots
of the eigenvalues of ρ̂exptij ðσ̂yi σ̂yjÞρ̂expt

�
ij ðσ̂yi σ̂yjÞ [40].

Therefore, the topological orders exhibit the same bipartite
entanglement between qubits 1, 3 and 2, 4 in agreement
with Eq. (4). These experimental results are in good
agreement with theoretical expectations. The relatively
minor deviations can be attributed mostly to the imperfec-
tions of the GRAPE pulses, the initial ground state
preparation, and the spectral integrals (see the
Supplemental Material [30]).
Instead of studying naturally existing topological phases

like those in quantum Hall systems, lattice-spin models can
be designed to exhibit interesting topological phases. One
example is the Wen-plaquette model, which includes many-
body interactions. Such interactions have not been found in
naturally occurring systems, but they can be generated as
effective interactions in quantum simulators. Using a NMR
quantum simulator, we provide a first proof-of-principle
experiment that implements an adiabatic transition
between two different Z2 topological orders through a
spin-polarized state in the transverse Wen-plaquette model.
Such models are beyond the Landau symmetry-breaking
theory and cannot be described by local order parameters.
Reference [17] presented a numerical study of a QPT from
a spin-polarized to a topologically ordered phase using a
variety of previously proposed QPT detectors and demon-
strated their feasibility. Furthermore, we also demonstrated
in an experiment that the nonlocal Wilson loop operator can
be a nontrivial detector of the topological QPT between
different topological orders. This phenomenon requires
further investigation to be properly understood.
Although a 2 × 2 lattice is a very small finite-size

system, topological orders exist in the Wen-plaquette
model with a periodic lattice of finite size [13]. The validity
of the quantum simulation of the topological orders in such
a small system also comes from the fairly short-range spin-
spin correlations. When jg=Jj ≤ 1, all quasiparticles (the
electric charges, magnetic vortices, and fermions) perfectly
localize, which leads to a zero spin-spin correlation length
[10,41]. Therefore, the topological properties of the ground
state persist in such a small system, including the topo-
logical degeneracy, the statistics of the quasiparticles, and
the nonzero Wilson loop (see the Supplemental Material
[30]). The present method can in principle be expanded to
larger systems with more spins, which allows one to

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Measured expectation values of the
nonlocal string operator—the Wilson loop hŴðCÞi. (b)
Measured values P of the local single-particle operator. The
experimental points are denoted by the symbols △, ⋄, and ∘ for
g ¼ 1; g ¼ 5, and g ¼ 20, respectively, along with the
theoretical expectations denoted by the black solid lines.
The error bars indicate the standard deviations of the
experimental measurements. The sharp transition denoted by the
blue dashed line is the theoretical expectation when
g ¼ 0. (c)–(e) Real parts of experimentally reconstructed
density matrices for the ground states with g ¼ 1 at J ¼ −20,
J ¼ 0, and J ¼ 20, corresponding to the Z2B topologically
ordered state jψZ2Bi, the spin-polarized state jψSPi, and the
Z2A topologically ordered state jψZ2Ai. All imaginary parts of
the density matrices are small. The rows and columns represent
the standard computational basis in binary order, from j0000i to
j1111i.
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explore more interesting physical phenomena, such as
lattice-dependent topological degeneracy [13], quasiparti-
cle fractional statistics [7,14], and the robustness of the
ground state degeneracy against local perturbations
[6,16,17,41]. Quantum simulators using larger spin sys-
tems can be more powerful than classical computers and
permit the research of topological orders and their physics
beyond the capabilities of classical computers.
Nevertheless, our present experimental results demonstrate
the feasibility of small quantum simulators for strongly
correlated quantum systems, and the usefulness of the
adiabatic method for constructing and initializing a topo-
logical quantum memory.
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